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About This Content

Through the Masks of Luzia, based on the acclaimed Cirque du Soleil production, is a vibrant celebration of Mexican culture,
shrouded in surrealism and dreamlike fantasy. A mysterious child serves as your guide as you journey through uncanny worlds
of mythical proportions: a demigod swings across the gateway to the Mayan afterlife and gains the trust of an ancient jaguar; a

contortionist, flanked by animals and insects, grants you a front row seat to the awe-inspiring wildlife; a monarch butterfly
dances, evoking the celerity of the Tarahumara people. With all this and more, prepare for the waking dream of Through the

Masks of Luzia.
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Oh god yes!!!. Are you a child of the 80's? Do you like TRON? Then you should probably play this game, because it is very
much like an alternate version of "the Grid", with tank battles, exploration and a sprinkling of 'Battlezone' type strategy.
No light cycles though.... Game is great so far, though I'm unsure whether it's a bug or not but, in the dungeon some of the icons
or figures (like the Marchens' avatar black dude standing in the way) tend to reappear or not appear at all sometimes. or the
Libido Emotion icon and treasure chest still remains even after you pick it up. and so on. aside from that the game's doing very
well~! Thanks!!

not really a big issue just kinda bothersome sometimes.. As of now I cannot recomend this game. I will change it when i see fit
but as of now there are only 3 levels, about an hour od gameplay. When the dev's add actual content to this great concep and
visually appealing game that has so much potential, i will be 100% for it. Try the demo however, it is really fun and thats all you
really get from purchasing... It feels like a demo.. SS2 has the best and most enemies and levels variety of the entire series,
Amazing bosses, Very entertaining cutscence and story.

That being said, They are remaking it so just wait for the remake.. I really like this program. It's simple and fun to use. I just
hope for more dlc in the future, since there isn't enough assets for me in the program yet. But i really like it and have had a lot
of fun with it :). THIS GAME IS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING CRAZY AS LUNATIC TOUHOU!
I'm not very good with these kind of games, but I made my way to play Touhou series at least on Hard....BUT this
game.......can't even pass through the first level on easy difficulty -.- (probably I just suck, but...very very hard..). Great game. If
you played Duke Nukem, you will love all the little references that they throw at you. worth your money and time.. Haven't
played it through yet (managed to trigger the ship captain's trip twice by accident so stopped)...

This is a wonderfully made experience. The characters are gorgeously made, their animation wonderful, and their voice acting
superb.

As others have said, this very much has the feel of a Disney ride, especially when songs are involved!. I thought that the iphone
version was good. Then I played this and DAYUMN! Still hate the aircraft carrier levels, but the stunt airfield makes up for it.
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Nice for easy achievements, like any other Zup!. Check out my video for a spoiler free, mini review of Tsioque:

https://youtu.be/zZuXs8dJ9Ps. xbox-controller not working
- outdated graphics
- no music

Maybe pick it up in a sale if you are fan of the genre, but there are better games.. Graphics freeze constantly on my machine.
Game continues working but nothing changes on screen so it's unplayable. Got an hour and a bit on my initial playing of the
game and no more then 10 minute stretches after that.. Time has not been kind for this title.. Spoopy, very spoopy!!. love it!
worth the money!. Utterly utilitarian barely challenging puzzle game. Core gameplay is balanced around item shop, which let's
you to brute force yourself through every level on gold without much gold-grinding or effort. Visually and audially the game is
mediocre and unremarkable, without much of content in those fields. Level-design has some effort in it, but again balance
makes every level equally easy and meaningless.

The weakest part is GUI\UX: it's very hard to tell which card is below the one facing you in faced-up columns, there is no easy
replay button in 3-star metagame, which is a cardinal sin for this meta, game just automatically ends when you out of cars, even
if you have required card in your hand to take last remaining card from the table. When you restart levels with barely-HOG-half-
cut-scenes you have to watch\play them every time.
But. But this game is so easy, that that doesn't matter that much, since you don't care what happening on the screen and lazily
click cards which you barely bother to recognize, to kill some time sublimating your desire for productive work in order to
appease you aversion for any actual work or effort, if you can't tolerate lack of any player agency, outdated throwback-to-80s
GUIs and awful writing in modern big AAA and indie games without any speck of originality.
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